
 
 

Teachers and workshops 
 

Axis Syllabus system /  Antoine Ragot 

Axis Syllabus "Your Inner Fish"  

365 million years ago, a brave fish tried for the first time to hang out on land… And 

then what? The evolutionary perspective helps us track morphological function and 

critical mechanisms involved in movement patterns and thus sheds a fascinating 

light on our pursuit of investigating the contemporary human moving body. This 

workshop aims to support a better understanding of our own body, the development 

of quotidian into athletic skills, and locomotor options. It is thought of as a playful & 

dancing navigation between the modern world and our ancient heritage. 

 

Contact-Improvisation / Antoine Ragot 

Contact-Improvisation "Our senses, the essence of the dance" 

 Contact Improvisation emerged as a performative practice, in the post-modern New-

York dance scene of the 1960s, and has now become a dance of the people. It is a 

form of improvisation invented spontaneously and together with the partner(s), in-

formed by the sensory and motoric intra-actions and continuous trans-formation. 

During this workshop, we will use the analytical power of the Axis Syllabus and its 

ability to track and reveal our movement potential to support our explorations of this 

social and jubilant contact-improvisation practice. 

  

Antoine Ragot (France, Germany) 

Antoine Ragot is dedicated to practice and research in contemporary dance, 

improvisation, contact improvisation, athletic techniques, and somatics. He runs a 



yearly educational program in Lake studios, an artist-run studio in Berlin, and brings 

many years of teaching and coaching through the lens of the Axis Syllabus.  

For more details, see the website: www.movementartisans.net 

 

 

 
 

 

 

FALLING & ROLLING / Guy Nader  

The falling and rolling workshop is based on physical and powerful floor work by 

which many movement patterns involving breathing, speed and release of energy 

through the body are put to use. By entering and leaving the ground, we will be 

activating our relationship between our point of center and our limbs, and how this 

combination works in relation to the floor. We will focus on our bone structure and 

study the use of spirals in order to understand and improve our efficiency and to 

heighten our perception and physical awareness. We will study various ways to fall 

and roll in multiple directions, to drop and lift in a smooth and yet efficient way, by 

activating spirals from a low and strong physical center. By exploring various 

movement possibilities, we will create sequences, which exist on many physical 

levels and planes. We will also investigate the anatomy of the locomotor system, in 

order to re-allocate our energy and conserve it in order to work more efficiently. We 

will search the body for weight, flexibility and strength through the exploration of 

multiple energy levels to understand the breath of our limitations. 

  

Guy Nader (Lebanon) 

Guy Nader obtains a BA in Theatre from the Institute of Fine Arts at the Lebanese 

University in Beirut and a diploma from Moveo, a physical theater school in 

Barcelona. He has been granted the DanceWEB Europe scholarship in 2012. He 

http://www.movementartisans.net/
http://www.movementartisans.net/


works and collaborates regularly with the dancer and choreographer Maria Campos 

with whom has co-created several works.  

  

For more details, see the website: http://www.gn-mc.com/guy-nader/  
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CONTEMPORARY DANCE TECHNIQUE / Maria Campos 

 

AVAILABLE BODY – CONTEMPORARY DANCE TECHNIQUE CLASS  

 

The class is based on the floor work and release technique through exercises that 

mobilize different body parts, giving special attention to articulations and toning up 

muscles as a way to prepare the body and the concentration. We will focus on 

awakening the corporal awareness as well as relating the body within the space. We 

will introduce the principles of weight and gravity as well as working with a low centre 

rooted and grounded to empower the pelvic area and to be able to move lightly and 

efficiently. I will propose patterns and sequences on horizontal and vertical planes, 

entering and leaving the floor on a dynamic but smooth way, with the muscular tone 

needed. Efficiency and organic approach to movement that will bring us to 

challenging places. An important part of the work will be based on simple physical 

principles that allow us to analyze movement and search for mechanics. The 

importance of floor work for the understanding of concepts of gravity and weight, 

momentum, suspension, dropping the weight, to use the amount of strength in 

movement to create other movements, to enrich quality movement by searching into 

spirals... We will seek to find strength and energy in our dance needed to execute a 

movement in order to develop a dynamic and energetic way of moving coexisting 

with the directions that the space around provides us. Understanding movement as a 

driving force. 

  

Maria Campos (Spain) 

http://www.gn-mc.com/guy-nader/
http://www.gn-mc.com/guy-nader/


Maria Campos studied at SEAD in Austria and obtained a BA in Dance from the 

Amsterdam School of the Arts (MTD) in 2003. She has worked with various 

companies and independent artists, combining teaching and her own creation. Since 

2006, she collaborates with Guy Nader creating their own works as an ensemble.   

  

For more details, see the website: http://www.gn-mc.com/maria-campos/ 
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PARTNERING | CREATION TOOLS / Guy Nader and Maria Campos 

 

PARTNERING | CREATION TOOLS 

 

This workshop is based on partnering and contact work and on the vocabulary of the 

work used in GN|MC creation’s processes and researches. We propose tasks and 

points of departure to start opening up a world of imagination where the body is 

treated from very different points of view. We search for mechanics, observe 

movement in order to multiply paths and approaches to the understanding of 

movement and body. We are interested in looking into the possibilities that the body 

offers and how we make use of them. 

We will study different ways to carry the partner (portés), give weight, find a common 

axis, counterweight, balance, move together in space using each other... We will 

work on developing the ability of trusting the other as well as taking risks. We will 

learn movement sequences in pairs of earlier works ("repertoire") as well as create 

and compose sequences based on partner work through concrete physical tasks. 

 

http://www.gn-mc.com/maria-campos/
http://www.gn-mc.com/maria-campos/


Guy Nader and Maria Campos 

GN | MC is an ensemble that involves the artistic works of the two choreographers 

and dancers, Guy Nader and Maria Campos. Based in Barcelona, the Lebanese and 

Spanish artists collaborate since 2006 and have been creating several works shown 

internationally in different festivals and venues. GN | MC have been developing their 

own artistic language through movement and constantly redefining themselves while 

searching for new contexts and territories for dance. Their artistic work continues to 

pass over a wide range of progression. 

  

For more details, see the website: http://www.gn-mc.com/about-gn-mc/ 
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FELDENKRAIS / Paul Pui Wo Lee 

 

Awareness Through Movement  

What's more possible for you beyond your habitual? This workshop trains the 

kinaesthetic awareness that improves your understanding and image of yourself to 

help you develop a more refined ability of your nervous system to maneuver your 

skeleton with less unnecessary effort. Through exploring some unhabitual 

movements, we’ll discover and embody strategies of moving that are easier, more 

flexible, more effective, healthier, and even more pleasurable, so you may be moving 

in ways that reflect your deeper human potential.  

 

http://www.gn-mc.com/about-gn-mc/
http://www.gn-mc.com/about-gn-mc/


BALLET / Paul Pui Wo Lee 

We will investigate how a ballet class can be enjoyed as an active improvisation 

within a familiar framework. Can we depart from the image of ballet as something 

square, rigid, and archaic, but instead use it as a skeleton to find living movement 

that is informed by our current personal possibilities? Ballet can be more than just 

military exercises. It can also be poetry weaved from the quality of your personal 

choices - your brave artistry.   

  

Paul Pui Wo Lee (Germany) 

The rehearsal director/choreographic assistant for Of Curious Nature, a 

contemporary dance company based in Bremen, Germany. Upon graduating from 

Canada’s National Ballet School, he trained for a year at the Rotterdam Dance 

Academy and then moved on to dance with IT Dansa in Barcelona and then the 

Gothenburg Opera Ballet. Later as a freelance dancer, he worked with 

choreographers in Scandinavia, Italy, and Germany, and had the fortune to perform 

at The Barbican in London and The Kennedy Centre in Washington, D.C. with 

Andersson Dance's "Goldberg Variations - ternary patterns for insomnia". 

For more details, see the website: https://www.paulsfeldenkraisprojects.com 
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CREATIVE LAB / Rósa Ómarsdóttir 

Ecosystem Practice 

In the workshop, the participants will dive into the Ecosystem-Practice together with 

Rósa. They will explore the relationship between people and things, and the power 

relations between human and non-human entities. They will dive into the movement 

practice and explore how they are influenced by the environment and how, in return, 

influence the environment as well. They will read and discuss texts from 

environmental philosophers and thinkers and look at how to apply those ideas to 

artistic practice. Furthermore, they will explore how the body relates to the space, the 

sounds, and scenographic elements: to things and materials, sounds, and all the 

invisible forces which are already there even though we don’t notice them. 

  

Rósa Ómarsdóttir (Iceland, Belgium)  

Rósa Ómarsdóttir is an Icelandic, Brussels-based, dancer and choreographer. She 

studied at the Icelandic University of the Arts and P.A.R.T.S. in Brussels. In her 

artistic practice, she explores human and non-human encounters, searching for non-

anthropocentric narratives. Her ongoing research deals with finding an ecosystem of 

humans, objects, and invisible forces, exploring the power dynamics which occur in 

those encounters.  

  

For more details, see the website: https://www.rosaomarsdottir.com/about 
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